
A God 961 

Chapter 961: 'Ancestor' 

Somewhere in the abyss of the void. 

A black-haired man in a red robe was walking in the void. 

Every now and then he stops and frowns. 

"Or not." 

The black mist particle holes in this space were completely blocked by a powerful invisible force, and 

even Wang Yi's induction could not extend into it. 

After all, his Void Dao accumulated too little, and in the face of this situation, there was absolutely 

nothing he could do. 

Although I was very curious about what was in this space, after researching it for a long time, I didn't 

have a clue, and Wang Yi could only give up. 

"There are still too many secrets in this world." Wang Yi sighed. 

He looked around and smiled. "I've been here for so long, it's time to leave." 

With the ability to easily reach any place, Wang Yi wants to reach any place on the origin continent 

easily. "Phew." With one step, the void distorted, and he disappeared. 

Continent of Origin. 

Wow. In a vast desert, an area in the void was distorted, and Wang Yi walked out of it. 

He glanced around with a satisfied expression. "Well, the location of the World Breaking Teleportation is 

not deviated at all." 

Ultra-long-distance teleportation will have a deviation, and even let a Chaos Realm travel for a day, one 

can imagine how far the deviation is. The farther the 'ultra-long-distance teleportation' is, the more 

exaggerated the deviation will be! 

There are very few ultra-long-distance teleportation, and there are only a handful of Cosmic Divine 

Powers. The Chaos Realm is because the overall number is large, and there are also a number of them. 

However, Wang Yi did not directly return to the Wuji universe, nor did he return to the Gold Devouring 

Pagoda that destroyed Dongtian. Instead, he came to the edge of the origin continent. 

"I remember that the vicinity of this place is the sphere of influence of the Yanhaiwuge." Wang Yi 

secretly said. 

The Yanhaiwuge is second only to the peak forces like Wujianlou, and there are several cosmic gods! 

The only enemy is the ancient indigenous people who are also located in the remote areas. 

"Everyone in the outside world should still be looking for me now, so let's change my appearance." 

Wang Yi's thoughts moved, and he turned into a plain white robe, slightly fat, with two soft tentacles on 
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his forehead, a red-skinned old man with eyes The smile narrowed into a line, giving people a sense of 

harmony, and there was a red wine gourd tied around his waist, and the breath on his body was at the 

level of an eternal true god. 

In the Chaos Realm of the Origin Continent, they are all overlords and giants, and the Eternal True God is 

a master, enough to walk most of the territory. 

With Wang Yi's ability to be "invisible and invisible", he is not afraid of being seen through. 

No one could have imagined that the ruler of Jiujiang, who caused a storm in the destruction cave and 

disappeared, appeared here. 

The slightly fat old man in white robe stood in the desert, squinting and looking into the distance. 

"Seven-star sea source liquid, countless powerhouses want to get it. Just in case, before cultivating a 

new clone, it is better not to return to Wujianlou. I will collect materials outside." 

Wang Yi still believes that the Wujianzhuan who is aloof and even bestowed upon him treasures, and 

even the Void Dao he comprehends originated from Wujianzhuan. 

But for others, Wang Yi is wary. 

If you go back to Wujianlou and be known by others, you may cause some trouble. It is better to stay 

outside, avoiding many sights and making it easier for you to act. 

In fact...he got everything he deserved in Wujianlou, and he can only rely on himself for the next 

cultivation, and few people can help him. 

Cultivating outside, traveling all over the place, maybe the cultivation progress will be even faster. 

Wang Yi took out the red wine gourd, took a sip happily, wiped his white beard, spit out a strong smell 

of alcohol, and said with a smile: "Those forces, I guess I would never have dreamed of it, I left 

Destruction Cave." 

Having mastered the "Breakthrough Teleportation Technique", Wang Yi also has the capital to travel in 

all directions. 

Wang Yi looked at the edge of the desert with a bright expression on his face. "Then, the next journey is 

to travel to the mainland, practice cultivation, and collect the materials for the clone." Then he muttered 

again, "Well, all kinds of special food and wine from all sides of the origin of the continent, I have been 

here for so many years. I don’t know much, so this time I must have a good meal!” 

Wow, Wang Yi took a step forward, and the figure was gone. 

Destroying the cave, the incarnation of the world beast and a few companions temporarily rested in a 

stronghold established by a major force, drinking and chatting with their companions in a cave house. As 

a world beast, it was always more suitable for him to destroy the cave, so Wang Yi returned to the 

origin. On the mainland, the incarnation of the beast still stayed in the destruction cave and did not 

leave. 



In the Void Abyss, the Beast King Odin Dillon, who had returned to his hunting site, changed his face 

slightly when Wang Yi returned to the Continent of Origin, because he could not sense Wang Yi's 

existence in the Void Abyss. 

There are two possibilities for this situation, either his mark was found to be destroyed, or the person 

with the mark left the void abyss, because the distance was too far to induce induction. 

Regardless of that possibility, it also means that the little Chaos Lord is out of his control. 

... 

In the vast chaotic void, which is quite far away from the origin continent, there is a huge universe, 

which is the headquarters lair in the legend of Wujianlou. 

Unlike the headquarters nests of many forces, which are hidden, the headquarters universe of 

Wujianlou is so open and aboveboard, and there is no fear of being discovered. This is a foundation! 

In the boundless universe, on the vast and boundless continent. 

In the center, stands a tall tower. 

The towering tower is endless, standing on the mainland like a pillar of the sky, with a height of more 

than 100 billion light-years! Moreover, the whole body is faintly translucent~www.mtlnovel.com~ and 

there are countless mysterious and unpredictable secret patterns circulating. Integrate with the 

surrounding space and suppress the void of the entire universe! 

Just this kind of coercion, a random burst, that is, the master of chaos will be wiped out. 

However, if you look closely, you will find that there are many cracks in the ancient mottled tower that 

seems to have experienced endless years of catastrophe, and some even look like huge gaps left by 

weapons. 

The entire tower seems to have experienced an unimaginably terrifying battle, torn apart by an 

incomparably terrifying existence attack, and even gives the impression of being incomplete and 

incomplete. 

But even an incomplete and incomplete tower, its power far surpasses the treasures of other gods and 

kings, reaching another level completely! 

This is the highest holy place of Wujianlou. This high tower is the place where the legendary Wujianlou 

owner lives - the 'Tower of Void'. 

The whole body is like a jade, and the shining God King Tang Yu came to the tower and saluted 

respectfully. 

"teacher." 

An ethereal voice came from the tower. "What's the matter?" 

"Teacher, the Lord of Baoliu and several other **** kings have come together and want to meet you." 

God King Tang Yu said respectfully, although he is a **** king, the noble palace master of Wujianlou, 



and he is under the one person of Wujianlou. , is still a disciple of Wujianzhuanzhu, but usually you can't 

see Wujianzhuanzhuan. 

"They?" Tari was silent for a while, and said quickly, "So it turns out, their bodies are no longer in the 

origin continent, no wonder they came to me." 

"The teacher..." 

"I know why they came. Let them go back." 

God King Tang Yu was shocked. 

The owner of Wujian, Dan Mo said: "This matter is related to the Void Abyss. The Void Abyss is the site 

of the ancestor's nest. The teacher made an agreement with that person. I will not interfere in this 

matter, and you are not allowed to intervene." 

Chapter 962: Sea of Smoke and Fog Pavilion 

Yanhaiwuge is located on the edge of the origin continent. Although it is the edge, it covers a large area. 

The Yanhaiwuge sphere of influence, in the private room of a restaurant. 

A chubby old man in white robe was eating the famous food of this restaurant and sipping mellow wine 

from time to time. 

"It's delicious, it's really good. Although this misty fog pavilion is located in a remote location, the 

scenery is good, and there are many delicious foods. I came here in vain." The tentacles are shaking, the 

red skin seems to be glowing, and the eyes are squinting in enjoyment. 

Outside, Wang Yi could see the scenery at a glance. Outside the entire vast city, there was an endless 

ocean. The entire ocean was shrouded in smoke, and there was light shining from nowhere, making it 

colorful and hazy. beautiful. 

Most of the entire Yanhai Wuge territory is at sea, and the sea has been shrouded in smoke for a long 

time, so it is called "Misty Sea". 

The "Mist Pavilion" is the most powerful force ruling the Sea of Mist, but it is accustomed to call it "Mist 

Pavilion" among the outsiders. 

Where Wang Yi is now is a city called "Star Fate City" within the Yanhai Wuge force. "Xing Fate City" is a 

site of the "Xing Fate Sect" with the chaotic ruler in charge. The Star Fate Sect is backed by the Yanhai 

Wuge, and its rule is extremely stable. It has been unknown for many years that there has been no 

turmoil, and countless practitioners live here. 

The sound of the waves was faint, and the sea breeze blew over the city, bringing the distant sound of 

wind. 

Wang Yi drank wine and ate delicious food, enjoying the unique and magnificent scenery of Yanhai Sea. 

This is meditation! 
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"I came here because I heard that the boss of Zuiyuntian is good at making wine, and he didn't let me 

down." Wang Yi drank the wine with a unique taste. To enable practitioners to make a living by "selling 

wine", this wine has its own characteristics, and if it can spread enough fame, it is even more 

extraordinary. 

Of course, in places like Zuiyuntian, it is difficult for ordinary practitioners to afford consumption. 

Generally, the true gods do not dare to enter the door, and only the empty true gods can occasionally 

have luxury. 

However, Wang Yi naturally eats and drinks as much as he wants. The origin continent is not expensive 

enough for him to visit. 

After eating and drinking most of the time, Wang Yi stopped and touched his slightly swollen belly. Of 

course, this was not something to eat. The old man he changed was originally a slightly fat body. 

Wang Yi looked at the streets outside the window, and the endless flow of life, and sighed: "This city in 

the misty sea and mist pavilion is really stable, and there are many practitioners." 

The origin continent is vast and vast, with countless forces! But there are many disputes! 

Like those ordinary forces, they may disappear at any time because of a little storm. The only thing that 

is stable is the forces established by the Chaos Realm giants. And where there are more lives, there are 

more strong people. After all, from the heart, they prefer to live in prosperous places. 

Yanhaiwuge, as the top force of the cultivators in the origin continent, second only to the peak forces 

such as Wujianlou, apart from the tragic war against the indigenous people, with countless casualties, 

other times, in the face of other forces, it is still very strong, Very few people dare to offend. 

Even some great demons in the Chaos Realm who like to slaughter, devour living beings and even 

directly slaughter cities for blood sacrifices would not dare to commit crimes here at will. 

Wang Yi has also traveled in the Origin Continent. He has seen a lot of slaughter and turmoil, and it is 

not that he has never seen a city turned into ruins. On the contrary, he likes this kind of calm and 

peaceful atmosphere. 

Wang Yi smiled and looked outside. There were a large number of cultivators living in the city. There 

were men, women and children, lonely cultivators, some who went to serve as servants to earn Chaos 

Stones, and some who went out with their companions to hunt and kill beasts. . 

"Xiao Liu, is your apprenticeship enough?" 

"Don't worry, eldest sister, it's almost done. As long as I work for a while, and the next time Star Fate 

Sect accepts outer disciples, I will be able to apprentice. At that time, I must also cultivate to become a 

Void God." 

"That's good, practice well, and then you don't have to be a waiter for others to be humble every day." 

"How about you, ma'am?" 

"Oh, I'll forget it. My talent has reached its peak in this life. I hope to save some resources for my 

children's cultivation. Don't be a servant and servant like me." 



In the restaurant, the waiters were a little idle, and the two female waitresses chatted with each other 

through voice transmission. But what a realm Wang Yi is, naturally he can easily hear the means of the 

two true gods' voice transmission. 

Smile. 

"Come on, give me some more wine." 

A beautiful female waiter came over, and she could serve as a waiter in Zuiyuntian. She was also in the 

realm of true gods. She said respectfully, "Sir, how much do you need?" She was not surprised by this 

kind of customer's request. The wine is indeed famous far and near, and because it is the owner's 

unique brewing secret, the materials used are only available in Yanhai, and there is no way to brew it in 

other places, so many customers will come back often after drinking it once. The business is booming, 

and even the City Lord's Mansion often buys fine wine here. 

"How much stock of Tusu wine do you have in your restaurant? How much can you sell to me?" Wang Yi 

asked. The reason why the wine is called this name is because the owner of the hotel is named Tu Su. 

"I want as much as I want," Wang Yi said. 

The waitress was taken aback. This wine is worth a lot of money, and this Eternal True God guest 

actually has such a big tone, and wants all of it? She didn't dare to make an assertion, and hurriedly 

notified the shop owner, and soon a woman in a green robe hurried over, and after negotiating with 

Wang Yi about the price~www.mtlnovel.com~ a huge deal was quickly concluded. 

Not long after, Wang Yi walked out of the store with a large amount of fine wine satisfied. The cultivator 

has a long life, and he likes this wine quite a bit, but no amount is enough for him to drink. For ordinary 

practitioners, some well-known wines may be luxurious, but Wang Yi does not need to care about the 

price when buying these fine wines. 

A white-robed, slightly fat, red-skinned old man walked drunkenly on the busy and lively street with a 

red wine gourd. He looked at the life of all shapes and forms and took a sip from the wine gourd from 

time to time. 

Soon, he came to a splendid building, covering a wide area, with a radiant glow, and a building shrouded 

in smoke. 

Looking up, the huge three-character signboard of "Mingyue Palace" came into view, and the sound of 

silk and bamboo orchestra floated. 

There are two rows of beautiful women waiting for the guests at the magnificently decorated gate. 

This is a place to enjoy. 

"Roar!" The roar came from the sky, and the nine-headed Void True God-level golden dragon beast was 

as dazzling as the golden sun, and it pulled a huge luxury car across the sky like a meteor and landed. 

A team of sturdy Void True God-level guards wearing uniform battle armor accompanied them. Two 

Eternal True Gods escorted a gorgeous purple-clad boy down. They looked at Wang Yi's direction 

vigilantly. After all, Wang Yi's appearance was unfamiliar. This place is so stand-out, especially 

conspicuous, they naturally pay more attention. 



The purple-robed youth also casually glanced at the slightly fat old man in white robe on the side of the 

road, and then walked into the gorgeous palace accompanied by many maids and guards. 

Wang Yi also heard a passerby whispering guidance and conversation on the side of the road. "Look, 

that's Young Master Zhuqi, the youngest daughter of Sect Master Xingyuan, she's here again." 

Wang Yi couldn't help but look up and take a look, a woman, come to such a place? 

Chapter 963: Star Fate Conference 

A girl with beast ears on the street was very surprised, "She is the daughter of the Xingyuan Sect Master, 

Master Yanqi? Is it alright to come to a place like this?" 

A big green-skinned man next to him glanced up and down at the girl, leaned over and said, "Sister, 

you're not a local, or you wouldn't have asked this question. Young Master Zhao Qi's visit to the 

Mingyue Palace is better than that of her mother. But a little witch is a big witch..." 

People who saw the boy in purple on the street talked a lot, but of course they only dared to discuss it 

quietly. 

And Wang Yi shook his head and left the place. 

Moon Palace. 

In a huge and luxurious hall, a group of powerful children of aristocratic families are having fun and 

laughing constantly. 

"Gou Li, you are so courageous, you came here without telling me, and hooked up with these women." 

A cold voice sounded, causing the yellow-clothed women in the hall to play with a few superb beauties 

in the corner of the hall. The young man's face changed greatly. 

He stood up and turned to look at the handsome purple-clothed boy who was surrounded by a group of 

people at the entrance of the hall in the distance. His face was immediately filled with smiles, and he 

was greeted by the playful eyes of some people nearby. "Yan'er, why are you here? Aren't I entertaining 

with a few friends?" 

"Entertainment?" Yan Qiyan glanced at the huge hall, and the entire hall was silent. Snapped! She 

slapped the man and said coldly, "With me, who do you want to entertain? Go back with me 

immediately, and you are not allowed to come back to this kind of place in the future." 

"Yes, yes, I listen to you." The man in yellow covered his face and continued. 

The other powerful children in the hall shook their heads secretly. 

"This Gou Li is from a big family in Xingyuan City, but she dares not speak up when she is bullied so much 

by a woman." 

"Resist? Yan Qiyan is the most favored daughter of the Sect Master of Star Fate. The Sect Master of Star 

Fate has many faces and hundreds of children, but this one is my favorite. In Xing Fate City, who would 

dare to go against Xing Fate? Sect Master? Aren't you afraid of death?" 
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"Fortunately, I didn't have anything to do with this Yan Qiyan at the beginning, otherwise it would be 

too embarrassing to live." 

"Hey, Gou Li is also helpless. The Gou Li family is still relying on the Star Fate Sect to gain a foothold in 

the city. I haven't seen Gou Li trying to please this Yan Qiyan in various ways." 

"Gou Li was also out of power in the family before. Which of us looked at him directly, and now we have 

this Yan Qiyan, and our status has risen. On the contrary, the elders in our family have to be polite to 

him. You think that people's lives are in dire straits, maybe People are still enjoying it..." 

"Stupid and still enjoying it, this Yan Qiyan has more than one husband, look at the Sect Master 

Xingyuan, there are more than a thousand capitals, how can this Yan Qiyan be any better..." 

Standing in the hall in purple clothes, Yan Qiyan taught his restless husband a lesson without mercy, 

then glanced coldly at the beauties hiding in the corners in horror, and said coldly, "These women, 

They're all put to death." 

Yan Qiyan was actually not very satisfied with this husband. Earlier, Gou Li tried to please her in various 

ways, but she thought he was okay, but it didn't take long for him to show his true colors, and he often 

went outside to fool around. If it weren't for this marriage, his mother, Sect Master Xingyuan, would 

also be very satisfied, and his cowardly father, City Master Zhuo Qi, had a good relationship with the 

Gou Li family, and he would have long stopped wanting this humiliating husband. 

In fact, Yan Qiyan didn't want this surname either. In her opinion, her cowardly father was actually the 

same as this useless husband, but she couldn't go against her mother's wishes. 

"No." 

"Ah, Young Master Yanqi, spare your life!" 

The beautiful women were so frightened that they kept begging for mercy. 

Gou Li, the young man in yellow clothes, also changed his face and smiled reluctantly: "Yan'er, they are 

just lowly people, why do you need to know them in general, if you don't like to punish them a little bit, 

then there is no need to kill people." 

Yan Qiyan's eyes were cold and unmoved. The guards of the Void True God behind him walked out with 

expressionless faces. With a few screams, the singers all died. 

The hall was eerily quiet, and everyone only dared to watch and no one dared to intervene. 

Even the well-received master of Mingyue Palace hid by the side and did not dare to speak. In Star Fate 

City, who would dare to offend the daughter of the Chaos Realm giant ‘Sect Master Xing Fate’? 

"Okay, you useless thing, follow me." Yan Qiyan finally calmed down, glanced coldly at the young man in 

yellow next to him, and walked out. 

The youth in yellow obediently followed and left. 

After they left, the huge hall only sounded enthusiastic discussions. 

"This young master Yanqi is still as ruthless as ever." 



"Just a few ordinary people with low identities. Of course, Yan Qiyan kills if he wants to. Who will come 

forward for a few singers?" 

"It's really pitiful. It's better that Gouli doesn't come. It's really disappointing for us." 

Few present cared about the deaths of those innocent singers, robbing civilians, killing one or two 

civilians... With the vastness of Xingyuan City, the number of internal practitioners is billions, it is indeed 

a small matter. Even from a legal point of view, if the powerful children did it, it would only be a fine of 

some money. But in fact, as long as there is no trouble, there are not many robberies, and there are not 

many killings, there will be no punishment! 

And the Sect Master of Star Fate is Heaven in Xing Fate City! Her daughter killed several ordinary people 

without any punishment. It is to kill a few clan children, afraid that those clans will not dare to say 

anything more. 

... 

Xingyuan City, the entire Yanhai Wuge is a big city in the forefront. The city is vast and boundless, and it 

is also where the sect of Xingyuan Sect is located. It can be seen from the name of "Xingyuan". 

However, after Zhao Qiyan found her husband, she returned to the City Lord's Mansion. The City Lord's 

Mansion occupies a very large area~www.mtlnovel.com~ It is a city within a city, only a little worse than 

the resident of the Star Fate Sect. 

"Okay, just stay at home and don't walk around, understand?" Zan Qiyan, who had changed back to the 

appearance of a girl in purple, glanced at her husband in disgust and turned to leave. 

Gou Li, the young man in yellow, saw her face turn gloomy immediately after she left completely. 

"This **** is so lenient with me, and says I'm ashamed. You have so many men, and you get together all 

day long, and I didn't say anything! It's ridiculous! Just like your lascivious mother!" 

As the city lord's mansion, it is naturally very vast, and there are also mansions inside. The mansion 

where Ju Qiyan was arranged, the servants in the mansion are in groups, and there are a large group of 

guards guarding the surrounding area, which is no less than her father, the city lord Ju Qi. The status of 

Yan Qiyan. 

As soon as Yan Qiyan returned to the mansion, a group of beautiful men dressed up and flamboyantly 

greeted him. 

"Oh, it's still your kindness, that Gou Li, really **** me off." Surrounded by a group of beautiful men, 

Yan Qiyan sighed as he walked in the garden with the fragrance of birds and flowers. 

A young man with a soft face and red lips and white teeth smiled and said, "Young Master, why should 

you worry about this kind of person? I really don't want to see him. It's enough to drive him out of the 

house. Presumably the Gou family wouldn't dare to say anything." 

Yan Qiyan moved slightly, then shook his head, "No, neither my father nor mother would agree." 

"By the way, has anything important happened recently?" Zhao Qiyan, accompanied by everyone, went 

to the gorgeous open-air bathing pool, and asked while unbuttoning his clothes. 



A masculine and handsome man next to him said, "I heard that the Star Fate Sect Master will hold a Star 

Fate Conference soon." 

"Star Fate Conference?" Yan Qiyan sneered, her graceful body slipped into the water, and said lazily, 

"My mother, do you want to find me a father again?" 

Chapter 964: 'Starlight Fog Stone' 

"Star Fate Conference?" 

At the same time, on the bustling streets of Star Fate City, Wang Yi also raised his head and looked at 

the huge red list that covered half of the sky with golden light. 

On the huge red list, dazzling golden characters appeared one by one, showing the content of the "Star 

Fate Conference". 

"The Star Fate Conference? Both the Void True God and the Eternal True God can participate, and the 

winner can get the reward of the Star Fate Sect?" Wang Yi muttered. 

It seems to be a very normal activity to select elites. 

But his realm was too high, and what he heard from the people who discussed in private voice 

transmission in the street was different. 

"Tsk tsk, the Star Fate Conference has started again. The Star Fate Sect Master doesn't know if he will 

come forward this time." 

"I've been in Xingyuan City for a long time. Who doesn't know that this Xingyuan Conference is for the 

Sect Master of Xingyuan to choose the guests to enter the curtain." 

"Oh, there is this matter, brother, tell me carefully..." 

Many people are very interested in the affair of a Chaos Realm giant. 

Wang Yi was looking at the list. In addition to introducing the selection of the Star Fate Conference, 

there were also rewards. Among the many reward items, his eyes were focused on one treasure. 

"Starlight Mist Stone?" Wang Yi was surprised and delighted, "Isn't this a rare material that I couldn't 

find in Wujianlou?" 

Refining clones requires a lot of materials, some of which are too rare and rare, so Wujianlou cannot buy 

them. 

Of course, these materials are not necessarily valuable, but they are too rare and hard to find, and they 

are not widely circulated in the outside world. 

For those in need, nature is invaluable, and for those who do not need and do not understand, that is, 

ordinary materials. 

"This Star Fate Sect Master didn't even know about this Starlight Mist Stone, but he actually took it out 

as a reward?" 
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But it is normal to think about it. After all, the origin continent is vast and boundless, and the treasures 

are endless. No matter how powerful the powerhouse is, it is impossible to know all the treasures. 

What's more, the "Seven-Star Sea Source Liquid" for refining the clone was originally an important 

secret, and Wang Yi also bought it from Wujianlou at a cost of 1,000 Yuanjie Stones. 

Ordinary Chaos Master, I am afraid that it is vaguely aware that Qixinghai source liquid can cultivate a 

clone, but does not know how to cultivate it. 

"The Star Fate Sect Master probably doesn't know the use of the Starlight Mist Stone. It's just an 

ordinary treasure. Otherwise, he would never be willing to take it out as a reward." Wang Yi stared at 

the incomparably huge gold-red list in the sky, and felt a little joy in his heart. "I really have nowhere to 

go after stepping through the iron shoes. It takes no effort to get it. I was worried about where to collect 

materials, and I encountered the same thing here. As expected, it is beneficial to walk around." 

There are many treasures and materials needed for cultivating clones, many of which are not available 

in Wujianlou. No news was even found in the outside world. 

And "star light fog stone" is one of them. 

Wang Yi began to think about how to get this "starlight fog stone". 

Participating in the "Star Fate Conference", the first place can choose three items from the reward, and 

have the opportunity to receive the interview and gifts from the Xing Fate Sect Master... Of course, 

Wang Yi is now clear about the detours behind this. 

He lowered his head and looked at his current appearance. He was sure in his heart that Sect Master 

Xingyuan might not like it, but he did not rule out that Sect Master Xingyuan had a unique taste, or he 

was used to eating mountain delicacies and wanted to play something exciting... 

Whether or not to participate in Wang Yi has not yet decided. After all, this Star Fate Conference was 

actually chosen by the Star Fate Sect Master for him, so Wang Yi felt a little nervous. 

If you want to participate in the Star Fate Conference, you have to go to the city lord's mansion to sign 

up at the places in the city, and then be sent to the world of the gold and red list in the sky to go through 

the test again and again. After passing the test, you will be ranked according to the performance. , there 

are rewards, the top ten rewards are the most generous, in addition to being able to join the largest 

local force, the Star Fate Sect, to get the cultivation resources and backers, and the chance to be favored 

by the Star Fate Sect Master, there are also many practitioners who don’t care about their faces, they 

just aim at the stars The sect master came. 

After all, although the Star Fate Sect Master has a bad reputation, he is not an evil person, and his 

actions are not so vicious. On the contrary, those who please and serve her have gained a lot of benefits. 

For most of the Void True Gods, this is an opportunity to climb to the sky. That is, the eternal true God is 

moved. 

Wang Yi heard the conversation of several practitioners nearby. 

"I heard that the Sect Master of Star Fate is a peerless beauty and a giant in the Chaos Realm. With such 

a distinguished status, if we can be selected, we will not waste our life if we can kiss Fang Ze." 



"Brother Bu Jiang, why did you say that? It's good to have the arrogance of a cultivator." 

"Brother Nie, you are too pedantic. I always have to bow my head. What's wrong with bowing my head 

to a chaotic master." 

"Yeah, I'm fed up with the days of being without one and no one at risk. The opportunity is rare, and the 

time is not waiting for me. I decided to participate in this Star Fate Conference. Everyone wishes me to 

soar to the sky." 

"Then I'll go too, maybe I'll be able to win the favor of the Star Fate Sect Master together with Brother 

Bu Jiang..." 

After speaking, those practitioners ran to the registration point in the city. The practitioner who said he 

had to be proud watched his companions go away, hesitated for a moment, and kicked his legs to 

follow, running fast... 

Countless people in the city were jealous of the rewards on the list, and they didn't know how many 

went to sign up. 

Wang Yi looked at it and shook his head secretly, "It's true that people's hearts are not old in such a 

changing world, is it even so sloppy to eat soft rice now?" 

…… 

In the city lord's mansion of Xingyuan City, in the splendid hall, there is a huge jade bed, a cyan tulle 

covered body, a beautiful woman with a seductive figure leaning on it, her eyes are soft and charming, 

as if there are water lights shining, and there are still people around. A man in a silver shirt stood. This 

silver-shirted man is the city lord "Jian Qiying" who is under one person and more than 10,000 people in 

Xingyuan City, and the woman he serves like a master is the overlord of the vast territory of Xingyuan 

City, the sovereign of Xingyuan City, a powerful chaotic master ~www.mtlnovel.com~ The Sect Master of 

Star Fate is a peak powerhouse on the eighth floor of Yuanshen Palace. He is only one line behind the 

Chaos Ultimate Realm such as Cangli Master, and his strength is considered high among Chaos Masters. 

Moreover, she has a wide range of contacts, a wide network of contacts, and is a brother and sister to a 

pavilion owner of the ruler of the Yanhaiwu Pavilion, so not many strong people have come to provoke 

her for many years. The **** king in the pavilion will also open up the net. 

Beside the jade bed, there were two handsome young men in black and white costumes respectfully 

rubbing their shoulders and legs for the Xingyuan Sect Master. 

The city owner "Jian Qiying" turned a blind eye to this, and said with a smile: "Madam, this Star Fate 

Conference is more lively than usual, and there are a lot of registrations." 

The Sect Master Xingyuan said lazily: "What's the use of having a lot of people, you have to look at it 

with your eyes." 

The city owner "Jian Qiying" even said: "I don't know what Madam wants, I will send you a manpower to 

find it immediately, and I will also find it for you." 

Sect Master Xingyuan raised his beautiful eyes and glanced at it, pursed his lips and smiled, the world of 

laughter paled. "I know you're interested, but I'm tired of seeing these ordinary things, and I really can't 



like them, and those people I like won't necessarily pay attention to me." There was a hint of regret in 

the eyes of the Xingyuan Sect Master, "For example, Recently, the peerless genius 'Jiujiang Master', who 

has risen to fame and stirred up the situation, made the slave family feel itchy, but unfortunately, he 

was not able to see it..." 

The city master of Yanqi smiled, but he muttered in his heart, just because you have given birth to more 

than 100 children, will someone like you? 

At the same time, the slightly fat old man in white robe incarnated by Wang Yi appeared in the 

registration hall near the City Lord's Mansion. 

Chapter 965: She gives too much! 

There were many practitioners in the registration hall. What surprised Wang Yi was that there were all 

female practitioners. 

However, the Star Fate Conference did not say that only male practitioners are allowed to participate. 

On the bright side, this is for the selection of elites for the Star Fate Sect. Of course, everyone knows 

what is going on behind the scenes. Some do not expect to be favored by the Star Fate Sect Master. It's 

for the top 100 rewards. 

Outside the main hall, there are disciples of the Star Fate Sect and sergeants in the city in charge of 

order. 

Wang Yi just watched from the outside, but did not go there. 

Although he said that he felt that there was no problem in competing for the first place with his own 

strength. 

But he didn't think it was necessary. 

"Let's see first. When who gets the Starlight Mist Stone, I'll exchange it with him." Wang Yi thought to 

himself. 

…… 

The Star Fate Conference is going on, and it has attracted the attention of hundreds of millions of 

cultivators in the city. There are even many cultivators who traveled hundreds of millions of miles from 

other places to participate. 

They are not necessarily to please the Star Fate Sect Master, some are just to show themselves so that 

they can join the Star Fate Sect. 

Wang Yi also stayed in a restaurant and watched the progress of the Star Fate Conference while 

drinking. 

…… 

Star City. 

The vast and continuous, majestic City Lord's Mansion. 
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Hundreds of cultivators who were lucky enough to pass the test lined up and stood in the middle of a 

palace. Many people were nervous. On the high platform were the Star Fate Sect Master and her most 

favored husband, "City Master Qi Qi", and some Star Fate Sect. The high-level presence of , there are 

two chaos masters. 

Sect Master Xingyuan was lying on the jade bed, with one hand on his cheek, looking down, his eyes 

swept down. 

City Lord Yanqi smiled and said, "Does Madam like you?" The Star Fate Sect Master has many faces. 

Over the years, he has been valued by the Star Fate Sect Master as always, and even managed to take 

over the position of the Star Fate City Lord, which has made countless people jealous. Nature has his 

means. As far as this "consideration is concerned", there is no one else who can please others. 

That is, the children born by the Sect Master Xingyuan to other Mian Shou, he treats them equally and 

treats them as if they were his own, which is admirable. 

And the hundreds of cultivators below were uneasy. They also knew the meaning behind this Star Fate 

Conference, and they didn't know who would be favored by the Star Fate Sect Master. 

"You. And you." 

Sect Master Star Fate pointed to a white-haired boy and a man with vicissitudes of life in the crowd, 

"What's your name?" 

The white-haired boy looks feminine and fox-like, like a virgin, his snow-white clothes are spotless, his 

body is soft, and there is a fluffy snow-white tail behind him. The man with the vicissitudes of life is tall 

and burly, carrying a huge sword on his back, his **** eyes are like crystals, his eyes are cold and firm, 

full of killing intent. 

"My name is Qiu Tuyou." The white-haired boy said respectfully. 

"Raymond." The blond man also said. 

"You two, this Sect Master is very satisfied, are you willing to join this Sect Master's bodyguard?" 

The words of Sect Master Xingyuan seem to be asking, but the tone is full of doubts. 

The white-haired boy is the realm of the true **** of the void, while the man with the vicissitudes of life 

is the true **** of eternity. 

Unlike the white-haired boy who showed surprise, the man with vicissitudes of life hesitated and said, 

"Sect Master, I already have a wife..." 

The others looked at him like a fool. 

This is a rare opportunity to get close to the master of chaos, and he still hesitates. 

If they were, they would all join in crying and shouting. 

"Oh?" The Star Fate Sect Master became more interested and looked at him with interest. "Don't rush 

to refuse, take a look first, this is the advantage of joining the sect master's guard team..." 



Sect Master Xingyuan waved his hand, and a light curtain appeared above the palace hall. Everyone saw 

it clearly, and most of them took a deep breath. 

The man with the vicissitudes of life also saw his heart beat faster. 

"How is it? Have you thought about it clearly, do you want to join my bodyguard? Of course, if you don't 

want this Sect Master, I won't force you. I won't force you to separate from your wife." The Star Fate 

Sect Master said with a smile. 

The vicissitudes of life man "Raymond" took a deep breath and thought to himself, Wan'er, it's not 

because her husband doesn't love you, it's because she gave too much... 

He knelt down like pushing a golden mountain down a jade pillar. "Sect Master, I am willing!" 

The other selected practitioners looked at these two lucky people with envy and hatred. 

It is such a great opportunity to be favored by a giant that dominates chaos. 

"Okay, then you are ready to go back with this Sect Master later." The Star Fate Sect Master nodded 

with satisfaction. Those men in the backyard are tired of playing, and it's good to change their taste. 

The City Lord Zhaoqi, who witnessed the whole process, kept smiling, and the two Supreme Elders of the 

Star Fate Sect in the seat were not surprised by this. 

After the Sect Master of Star Fate has selected his favorite personal guard, it is time to present rewards 

to the elites who have won the Star Fate Conference. 

The first cultivator stood up first, with a complicated mood. 

Although he was said to be number one, he was not favored by Sect Master Xingyuan, and the 

treatment of bodyguards given by Sect Master Xingyuan just made him very excited. 

However, the Star Fate Sect Master didn't like him, so he could only regret it in his heart. 

He chose three of the awards announced in advance by the conference, and then retired, and then went 

to the second place. 

The second place was also carefully selected, and three items with the highest value were selected. 

Followed to the third place, the third place was the white-haired fox-like boy "Qiu Tuyou". 

He had just been selected by the Star Fate Sect Master, and he was very satisfied. He glanced at the 

practitioners next to him, and felt even more superior to him. 

Qiu Tuyou also secretly glanced at City Lord Juqi on the high platform, "Hmph, I will find a way to please 

Xingyuan Sect Master~www.mtlnovel.com~ With the support of Xingyuan Sect Master, who dares to 

look down on me, maybe this Xingyuan City Lord You can also sit in the seat…” 

City Lord Zhao Qi also seemed to have noticed the boy's gaze, and smiled kindly at him, as if he didn't 

mind that the boy in front of him immediately became his wife's guest of honor. 

Over the years, people like the white-haired boy have seen a lot of City Lord Juqi, but his position is still 

as stable as Mount Tai, and he is always the City Lord of Xingyuan City. 



"Show me your favor?" The white-haired boy snorted inwardly, came under the light curtain, swept his 

gaze, and quickly chose three options. 

Among them, there is a gemstone that exudes beautiful and dazzling star color like a glass bead, and 

there is a mist lingering on the surface, "star light fog stone", of course, it is not called "star light fog 

stone", but "fog star bead". The white fox boy loved it when he saw it, so he chose it. 

Then everyone else went up to choose. 

Only the top ten have the right to choose the reward, other practitioners are fixed. 

When the rewards were distributed, Sect Master Xingyuan left with the two newly selected guards, 

while City Master Qiuqi watched them leave and turned to face the practitioners with different minds. A 

monstrous majesty. 

"Okay, you are all the winners of this Star Fate Conference. Some of you want to participate in the Xing 

Fate Sect, and some of you want to stand in Xing Fate City, join the army, you can stay. The city master 

will give you a an arrangement." 

Those cultivators who still looked down on City Lord Zhuoqi froze in their hearts, and then they 

remembered that this person in front of him is also more than ten thousand people under one person in 

Xingyuan City, and the Lord of the City Lord who seizes power with the palm of his hand. 

Chapter 966: trade 

Not long after, Wang Yi, who was in the "Mingyue Palace", got the news. 

A slightly chubby old man in white robe sat alone behind the desk, holding a wine glass, smiling and 

enjoying the singing and dancing on the high platform in the center of the palace. 

On the opposite side is a mechanical being whose whole body is cast like metal and wearing a layer of 

strange streamlined crystal armor. 

It is the eternal true **** "Gaylu" that Wang Yi met during this time and traveled to Xingyuan City from 

other countries. 

"I still don't understand why you flesh and blood beings are so keen on this kind of thing." Guylu sighed, 

"In my homeland, the Kingdom of Truth, all life is for the pursuit of the perfection and evolution of life. 

The great and vast rules of heaven and earth are our purpose, and we will not waste time and energy on 

such boring things." 

The slightly chubby old man in white robe smiled and said: "This cannot be generalized, Guylu, the form 

of life is different, and the preferences are of course different. There are countless life civilizations in the 

origin continent, including the intelligent machine country like your truth country, and countless other 

races. And life constitutes this wonderful and beautiful world, just like me, it is difficult to understand 

the cold and rational concept of your machine race." 

"You're right." Guylu shook his head, the silver mechanical arm held up a beautiful and delicate wine 

glass, the wine was light ice blue, and there were crystals in it, exuding bursts of aroma, " But Brother 

Honghu, you are so rich, you are willing to invite me to drink the Bingchen wine from Mingyue Palace." 
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Wang Yi, who goes by the pseudonym "The Daoist Red Gourd", laughed and said, "Haha, it's just a drink, 

it's nothing." 

The two chatted again. 

Xingyuanzong is not in Xingyuancheng, but in the majestic mountains outside the city. It occupies a vast 

area, even larger than a city in Xingyuancheng, with a range of more than one million light-years. ! 

Swipe, a slightly fat old man in a white robe appeared high in the sky, turning into a streamer and 

swooping down. 

The slightly chubby old man in the white robe quickly appeared outside the Star Fate Sect, and was 

immediately stopped by the guards. "Who are you and what are you doing here?" 

The slightly chubby old man in white robe was not annoyed, and smiled: "I know Qiu Tuyou, the 

bodyguard that your sect master just brought back, and I came here on purpose to meet you. I hope you 

will be accommodating." 

Several chaotic crystals suddenly appeared in the hands of the guards. They looked at each other in 

surprise. They exchanged a few words through hidden voice transmission, and the tall and thin man in 

the lead nodded. "Well, for the sake of your heart, I'll help you ask." They don't care much about the 

person in front of them, an eternal true god, can it be possible to turn the sky in the Star Fate Sect with 

the Chaos Lord in charge? 

Several guards did not leave, but sent a token message to inform the people inside. 

"Okay, Qiu Tuyou will come out to see you soon, just wait here." said the tall and thin man. Although 

Qiu Tuyou was a bodyguard brought back by the sect master, his status was not high enough to allow 

these guards to let strangers in. 

"Thank you." Wang Yi nodded. 

For a moment, a young man in white flew out with a hint of doubt in his eyes, and looked at Wang Yi, 

the only stranger present. "You're looking for me? But I don't know you." 

The slightly fat old man in white robe smiled and said, "Don't blame Qiu Guard, I just have something 

important to discuss with you, so I called you out in this way." 

Although it is said that he can easily get what he wants from this little guy, he disdains it because of his 

character. 

Moreover, he is still walking the world in disguise, and is unwilling to make too much noise. 

"Oh, I don't know what you want to talk to me about?" The boy in white 'Qiu Tuyou' showed a vigilant 

look. He has just won the favor of the Sect Master of Star Fate, but he has not had time to further 

deepen his impression of the Sect Master. He has no status or connections in the Xing Fate Sect. He is 

thinking hard about how to improve his status and strength, and he has nothing to do with outsiders like 

Wang Yi. interest. 



"I know that Qiu Guards got a 'Mist Star Bead' at the Star Fate Conference. To be honest, that treasure is 

very useful to me, so I came here today to trade with you." Wang Yi's chubby face piled up. With a kind 

smile, it makes people feel good. "I don't know how the autumn guards are willing to give up love?" 

"Do you want Wuxingzhu?" The boy in white blinked his charming eyes, and his heart moved. After he 

got the Wuxingzhu, he liked it very much, but he couldn't quickly convert it into strength. After he came 

to the Star Fate Sect, he also understood that strength is the foundation. 

Wang Yi said, "Yes, Qiu Guard, under what conditions are you willing to sell it to me?" 

The boy in white looked at Wang Yi, "Wu Xingzhu, but I managed to get my hands on it. This treasure is 

only available in the sect master's place. It is invaluable. I heard that it is much more precious than many 

eternal treasures. Do you really think Yes? What price are you willing to pay?" 

"Three thousand Chaos Crystals, what do you think? The price is not low." Wang Yi said. 

The boy in white was moved, but still shook his head. "It's too few, my fog star beads are more than this 

price." 

Knowing that the boy in white was slaughtering fat sheep, Wang Yi didn't care too much. How can they 

understand the true value of this "star light fog stone". It's like discussing the price of glass beads with 

diamonds. 

"Then how much do you want?" 

The boy in white stretched out a clean finger and shook it. "10,000 Chaos Crystals, I'll sell them to you." 

Good guy. 

Wang Yi couldn't help looking at the boy in white, this was a lion's big mouth, he really regarded him as 

a fat sheep. 

10,000 chaotic crystals, it is impossible for ordinary eternal true gods to take out, even if many chaotic 

masters take them out, they will feel distressed. 

Although this is not even a drop in the bucket for Wang Yi, he is not willing to be arbitrarily calculated by 

the other party. 

Wang Yi shook his head, "10,000 Chaos Crystals is too many, I can only get 5,000 at most." 

"Five thousand?" The boy in white frowned, but he was actually satisfied. Five thousand chaotic crystals, 

a wealth he could never have dreamed of before. After all, before he became the personal guard of the 

star-fate sect master, he was just an ordinary person with no background. True God of Void. A lot of 

people like the Origin Continent have been caught. It's so hard to make money. 

However, his mind is cunning, and he feels that he can squeeze more from the cultivator in front of 

him~www.mtlnovel.com~5,000 Chaos Crystals will not work. My Sect Master has said that this Star Mist 

Bead is a rare treasure. The Chaos Crystal is humiliating me and humiliating the vision of our Sect 

Master, but for what you want, I can suffer a little bit. If the 8000 Chaos Crystal is sold to you, it can be 

considered a friend. "The boy in white opened his eyes and said nonsense. Of course, the Sect Master 

Xingyuan didn't say that, but the two were talking in private through voice transmission, and they were 



not afraid of being heard. He just said that. Could this practitioner still go to the Sect Master Xingyuan? 

proof? 

Naturally, Wang Yi would not believe what the other party said, so he secretly laughed. 

He was too lazy to care anymore. 

"Okay, 8,000 Chaos Crystals, that's ok." Wang Yi nodded, a white storage ring appeared on his hand, 

which lit up the boy in white. "There are eight thousand Chaos Crystals here, did you bring your fog star 

beads?" 

The boy in white felt clearly, his eyes lit up, his hands turned over, and there was a treasure in storage. 

He smiled at Wang Yi, "This is Wuxingzhu, I didn't set any restrictions, you can check it consciously." 

Wang Yi responded with a remote sense, and his consciousness was not hindered. He couldn't help 

showing a smile when he saw a bright orb sitting quietly in the storage cave treasure. 

"Okay, then we'll close the deal." 

As soon as Wang Yi waved his hand, the white storage ring flew directly over. 

The boy in white, Qiu Tuyou, also gestured and waved his hand, but when he waved, his palm swelled 

and grabbed the flying white storage ring, then turned around and rushed back like lightning, shouting 

in his mouth. 

"Everyone, this person wants to rob me with bad intentions, everyone stop him!" 

Chapter 967: Isn't it normal for life to have ups and downs? 

Wang Yi was stunned by this baby's actions. Is this a thief calling to catch a thief? 

Not only did he not feel angry, but he felt a little funny. 

Good guy, he actually bullied him. 

"Huh?" There was a lot of movement here, and the guards nearby all looked over at the first time. 

Qiu Tuyou was very proud at the moment. 

The figure quickly flew back into the range of the sect formation, and saw the slightly fat old man in 

white robe standing there, the corners of his mouth slightly raised, "Hmph, what an idiot, you are so 

bold and reassuring to give me the things, the things are in my hands It's mine, don't you dare to make 

trouble in the Star Fate Sect, even if it does, I'm not afraid." 

Although he had traded with Wang Yi before, he had a private voice transmission conversation and was 

not heard by others. And he grabbed the storage ring in an instant, I'm afraid the guards didn't notice it. 

So what if someone notices, can the arm still be turned out? He is the new favorite of the Star Fate Sect 

Master, and he believes that these guards will stand up wisely and stand on his side. 

And he deliberately shouted loudly, and also poured dirty water on Wang Yi, making him fearful and 

forcing him to leave. 
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If Wang Yi leaves, he can swallow the treasure with peace of mind. 

As for offending people? It's a joke, he is backed by the largest local overlord Xingyuanzong, will he be 

afraid of a mere eternal true god? 

Maybe he blows the pillow wind to the Xingyuan Sect Master, and the Xingyuan Sect Master will destroy 

the other party! 

With this reliance, how could Qiu Tuyou put an eternal true **** who automatically came to the door in 

his eyes. 

"Eight thousand chaotic crystals." Qiu Tuyou's heart was hot, and he had already started to think about 

how to use this wealth in his mind. 

It's just that the chubby old man in white robe, whom he took as a big head, didn't escape as 

embarrassed as he imagined, but stood there calmly, even if he was surrounded by guards who had 

heard the news. His eyes looked at him with a smile that was not a smile, and he saw a sudden 

suddenness in his heart. 

"Are you trying to make trouble here?" An Eternal True God commander surrounded Wang Yi with a 

large number of guards and shouted coldly. 

This is the powerhouse of the Star Fate Sect. The guards are heavily guarded, and the mountain 

protection formation is always open. It is not so easy for the Chaos Master to attack, so these guards are 

not too worried that this eternal true **** will get out of control. 

"Ugh……" 

A faint voice sounded. 

Wang Yi raised his head, his eyes narrowed slightly. 

Boom! ! ! ! 

A powerful will sweeps out! 

The guards surrounded by Wang Yi, whether they were ordinary soldiers of the true god, the captain's 

true **** of the void, or the commander of the eternal true god, all lost consciousness under the impact 

of this will that even the vast majority of chaos masters could not resist. 

The level gap is too big. If Wang Yi has the will, the shock of will alone can make them all collapse in 

consciousness and destroy their souls. 

The mighty will sweeps away! No one could resist, all lost consciousness. 

And Wang Yi also appeared in front of the boy in white for the first time and took away all the treasures 

on his body. 

Sudden. 

"Who? Dare to be presumptuous in my Star Fate Sect!" 



A powerful thought came, and at the same time, a powerful aura suddenly rose up, shaking all 

directions. 

Wang Yi glanced in that direction, and he could see the figure of a woman rushing over quickly. 

With the Star Fate Sect as the center, a large area of the void was blocked and suppressed. Such a big 

movement also alarmed countless people. 

"Sect Master Star Fate? I'm not interested in fighting with you." Wang Yi grinned. 

The Xingyuan Sect Master is down, the Yanhaiwu Pavilion behind the Xingyuan Sect Master is the real 

trouble. 

Sect Master Star Fate was also shocked and angry at the moment. She really did not expect that there 

would be a Chaos Master who dared to invade silently under her nose. 

"Whoever you are, stay with me!" 

Sect Master Xingyuan slapped his hand, and a huge palm emerged from the void, condensing terrifying 

power and grabbing it towards Wang Yi. 

The indescribable pressure is coming from all directions. This is the site of the Star Fate Sect. It is blessed 

by the power of the formation. As long as the God King does not arrive, the Star Fate Sect Master is not 

afraid of anyone. 

"Tear." Wang Yi looked at the huge palm falling from the sky, smiled slightly, and with a stroke of his 

hand, a black space crack suddenly appeared. With one step, he slipped into it and disappeared. 

The huge palm snapped it sharply, but it directly grabbed the empty space. If it wasn't for the good 

control of the Star Fate Sect Master, he would have almost injured the people of the Star Fate Sect there 

by mistake. 

The Star Fate Sect Master flew over and saw the black crack closing, his pupils shrank. 

"Super long-distance teleportation?" 

"No, I asked the eldest brother to personally arrange this formation. Blocking the void, suppressing the 

rules, and even teleporting over long distances, can't be used so easily." The Star Fate Sect Master fell 

and watched Wang Yi disappear in surprise. The place, focused on the search, his face gradually gloomy. 

"That person looks very unfamiliar, I don't know him. Who is he who masters this method?" 

She glanced at the guards who were directly stunned and lost consciousness, and after a little 

investigation, she found that they were just stunned. 

She wakes up these people directly. 

Sect Master Star Fate has too many doubts in his heart at the moment, why such a mysterious master 

suddenly appeared in his sect. 



"Sect, Sect Master, Lord Sect Master." When the guards saw the appearance of the Sect Master, they 

were all frightened and respectful. At the same time, he secretly glanced at the four directions, but did 

not see the terrifying old man before. 

The Star Fate Sect Master looked at them with a cold face. "Tell me, what 

happened~www.mtlnovel.com~Why did that person appear here just now?" 

Shu, it's okay if the Sect Master Xingyuan didn't ask. Everyone turned their attention to the white fox 

boy in the corner. 

The Eternal True God Commander even said: "Lord Sect Master, we don't know, it's Qiu Guards, Qiu 

Guards met with that person, talked for a while, and suddenly said that the person was wicked and 

wanted to rob him, and then we... …” 

Star Fate Sect Master's cold eyes immediately fell on the white fox boy. 

Although it is said that this young man has just won her liking, in the end, it is just a dispensable 

plaything. 

Qiu Tuyou's face was pale with fright at the moment. He never thought that the greedy and greedy 

pursuit of the treasure of the Eternal True God would cause such a big disaster. 

Seeing the cold and unkind expression of the sect master, Qiu Tu's legs softened, and he knelt down 

with a puff. He didn't dare to hide it, and explained everything he had done with Wang Yi before. 

After listening to this, the Sect Master Xingyuan was both angry and funny, a mere void true god, who 

dared to **** the treasure dominated by Chaos, and was a mysterious powerhouse that her Xingyuan 

was afraid of. 

Star Fate Sect Master is sure in his heart, looking at the other party's reaction and showing mercy, he 

didn't kill a single person, but the white fox boy who offended him is fine, and he probably didn't mean 

to go against Xing Fate Sect. That's what she cares about the most, otherwise Master of Chaos, who is 

proficient in ultra-long-distance teleportation and cannot be blocked by a large array, is really terrible. 

She looked at the white fox boy who was slumped on the ground with disgust. 

"Come here, drive this shameless scum out! In the future, he will not be allowed to approach Xingyuan 

City for half a step!" 

Chapter 968: Doubt 

It is possible to offend a powerful enemy in the Chaos Realm, so that the Sect Master Xingyuan did not 

dare to be careless, and then went to ask for help from his eldest brother, who is one of the pavilion 

masters of Yanhaiwu Pavilion, the "Wanye God King". 

After "Myriad Leaf God King" came to check in person, he said to Sect Master Xingyuan: "This Chaos 

Realm master is not using ordinary ultra-long-distance teleportation." 

"What is that?" The Star Fate Sect Master asked. 
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"Ordinary ultra-long-distance teleportation can't break through the blockage of your formation here." 

God King Wanye also has vicious eyesight. "Although I don't know the knowledge in this area, I have 

heard that there are a small number of powerhouses in Wujianlou, who can use a void shuttle method 

that is stronger than ultra-long-distance teleportation. And the chaos that appeared in your sect before. 

The environment is quite similar. As far as I know, only Wujianlou has a way to ignore most of the 

blocked voids." 

"Infinity Tower?" The Star Fate Sect Master was shocked. How can this be related to the fact that this is 

almost the most powerful force in the origin continent. 

The Star Fate Sect Master couldn't help but get worried. 

The God King Wanye looked at the younger sister, "I will help you to ask the acquaintances of 

Wujianlou, this is the unique inheritance of Wujianlou, and few Wujianlou know this method, even if the 

other party has disguised, it should be can be found." 

"Then thank you so much, eldest brother." Xingyuan Sect Master said gratefully. 

"You and I have been brothers and sisters for many years, thank you." God King Wanye shook his head 

and followed to contact his friends in Wujianlou. 

…… 

Infinity Building. 

Quiet indoors. The incense has been lit, and the fragrance is diffused. On the black futon, a white-haired 

old man sat cross-legged, practicing cultivation and enlightenment. In front of him was a crystal with 

countless shapes and sections. Into this magical crystal, the old man seems to be integrated with the 

surrounding void, as if he is here, but also seems to be in a different void. 

"Huh?" Suddenly the old man opened his eyes with a hint of regret. "Hey, I've been comprehending this 

second picture for so many years, and my understanding of the void has become deeper and deeper, 

but I still haven't fully understood it. It seems that the ultimate "void" really has to reach the realm of 

the universe **** to be hopeful. achieved." 

The first picture of Master Wujian's "Dao of Void" is to let oneself grasp the essence of the formation of 

the void, and even peep into the higher-level 'world', so that one can realize ultra-long-distance 

teleportation. 

The second picture is to pursue the 'blindness' of the body. As the strength increases, the body will 

become more and more good at 'blindness', and the enemy's attack can be unloaded a lot. According to 

the pursuit of this vein... the ultimate in virtuality is that the body and the essence of the chaotic void 

are like one body, and oneself is a part of the chaotic void. 

It does not refer to the ordinary void, but the essence of the entire chaotic void, that is, the existence of 

the 'black screen'. The powerhouses fight and fight again, all within the chaotic void, and they do not go 

beyond the chaotic void to touch the 'higher-level world'. So once the virtual energy and the essence of 

the chaotic void are like one body, the enemy can't kill himself at all! 



The third picture...is the pursuit of the manipulation of the void. The Wujian landlords are very good at 

manipulating the void. They are pursuing the ultimate microcosm. They must be able to manipulate the 

'black fog sphere' composed of the most essential shady curtain of the chaotic void. They are 

manipulated to split apart and no longer form obstacles, allowing themselves to gain a deeper 

understanding of the 'higher world'. 

The first picture allows practitioners to realize the nature of the void, while the second and third 

pictures represent the two directions of the void path, blurring to the extreme, manipulating the void to 

the extreme. 

The white-haired old man got up and walked out of the secluded quiet room. thought. "According to 

what the teacher said, it is very, very difficult to become the ultimate virtual reality. Even the universe 

gods who walk the void path have not reached the absolute perfection level. I have done it before the 

teacher and the second senior brother in Wujianlou. Obviously, the requirements for the void are 

extremely high. ." 

Lord Cang Li is very eager to achieve the ultimate "blindness", and many cosmic gods are very eager to 

have the "extreme virtualisation" method, because with this method, coupled with the soul of their 

cosmic god. Normal attacks would be ineffective against them, and it would be very difficult to kill them 

even for the third level of the universe god. 

Although he didn't reach the peak of virtualization, Cang Li's master state was high enough, and his 

understanding of 'virtualization' was extremely deep. Even if his body is very weak, he can use extremely 

deep 'blindness' methods. With such a virtual ability, it will remove too much of all the attacks that have 

been encountered. Relying on this, it is possible to have the assurance of life-saving under the hands of 

the God of the Universe. 

But after all, he didn't reach the ultimate in virtualization. The true virtualization reaches the extreme, 

that is, it can be truly integrated with the essence of the void, and it can completely disappear, even if 

the powerful universe gods cannot detect the slightest breath. 

According to what the Master Wujian said, one must become a God of the Universe to be able to 

practice it! In Chaos Realm, there is no hope at all. 

"But, it's too difficult!" Master Cang Li sighed. It's really hard to be virtual! Even the peerless 

powerhouses such as the Master Wujian have mastered the ultimate method of blurring without being 

able to create the Chaos Realm, let alone the master of Cang Li. This is definitely more difficult than 

becoming a universal god. 

In fact, the cultivation of Wujianzhuan is extremely difficult and requires extremely high talent. There 

are very few disciples of Wujianzhuan, only two can become God Kings, and the others, including Cang 

Li, are still in the chaotic realm. 

Master Cang Li cleans up his mood~www.mtlnovel.com~ responds to the person who contacted him just 

now. "Wan Ye, are you looking for me? Do you want me to help you where? Haha, don't you?" 

"Oh? There is a chaotic realm similar to my Wujianlou transmission method? But our Wujianlou is not as 

strong as you said, maybe it's a disguise, wait, let me ask, it may be a certain senior brother outside. 



There was a little misunderstanding between walking and you, it's okay, it's not troublesome, it's just a 

small matter." 

Lord Cang Li and God King Wanye have known each other for a long time, and they have a good 

relationship. He helped God King Wanye to contact him to inquire, but he found out that none of the 

brothers in Chaos Realm in Wujianlou have appeared in Yanhaiwuge recently. . He even went to ask God 

King Tang Yu and another God King Senior Brother. But their answers are no, including the clone, they 

have never been to Yanhaiwuge. 

So the master of Cang Li was puzzled and replied to the God King Wanye. 

"We haven't been to Yanhaiwuge here, are you mistaken?" 

God King Wanye was also very puzzled. "But the entire Origin Continent can easily break through the 

void blockade and use ultra-long-distance teleportation, isn't it only your vein?" 

Lord Cang Li agrees in his heart that their lineage of inheritance is unique, different from the ultra-long-

distance teleportation and world-breaking teleportation techniques of practitioners from other origin 

continents... This is the most common method of their core lineage inheritance. Knowing this method, 

the entire origin continent does not add up to more than one palm. 

"Maybe it's other reasons. Maybe the opponent has a lot of research on the game, or maybe they used 

some treasures?" Lord Cang Li guessed. 

"Perhaps so." God King Wanye also doubted whether he had guessed wrong. 

Chapter 969: Such a wolf-hearted and dog-lung... 

Somewhere in the vast wilderness of the origin continent, in the endless mountains and mountains. 

There is a tribe next to it, and the leaders are several true gods of the void. 

"Wow!" The space was distorted, and a fat old man with red skin in a thick white robe walked out. 

He glanced at the tribe in front of him and smiled. This is the middle of the Origin Continent. It is not 

known how far it is from the Yanhai Mist Pavilion on the edge of the Origin Continent. Even the God King 

can't cross such a long distance in a short time. "Breakthrough teleportation, whether it's escaping for 

one's life or rushing on the road, is too convenient." Wang Yi sighed. 

Wang Yi shook his head again, "I wanted to make a good deal with that little fellow of the True God of 

Void, but who knew that he was not greedy enough and wanted to be greedy for my treasure, which is 

really sinister." 

Therefore, Wang Yi was not polite and took all the treasures from him directly, which could be regarded 

as a lesson for him. 

Of course, Wang Yi didn't know that after he left, the Xingyuan Sect Master was dissatisfied with Qiu 

Tuyou for causing trouble for himself, so he expelled him directly from the Xingyuan Sect's territory. 

regret but too late. 

However, there is no regret medicine in this world, and Wang Yi will not sympathize with this kind of 

villain. 
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Wang Yi just floated in the air so carefree, but no one found the tribe below. 

They seem to be holding a meeting, where countless tribal warriors gather, singing and dancing. 

Wang Yi sniffed, he smelled the aroma of wine and barbecue, and a smile appeared on his face. "It's 

better to come here than it is by chance. This place seems to be pretty good." Wang Yi transformed 

himself into a tall and burly tribal warrior dressed in rough armor, and unknowingly blended into the 

festive crowd. In the middle, he started to eat and drink, and soon he was drinking with a few tribal 

warriors. 

…… 

The origin continent, the most powerful country, the territory of the country of Dayue. 

As one of the top forces in the origin continent, Dayue Kingdom has attracted countless powerhouses to 

vote. The Chaos Masters under Dayue Kingdom alone are definitely in excess of 10,000. Many of the 

chaotic masters with great credit and strength were naturally named Hou and King. The Dayuet Kingdom 

also forced some countries to submit to his military force and pay tribute to them. The Dayue Kingdom 

has fought countless conquests, and the monarch of the Dayue Kingdom, "Goujian God King", is even 

more smeared with the blood of the God King. 

There are a total of eight hundred princes in the Kingdom of Dayue! Among them, there are forty-eight 

kings and seven hundred and fifty-two marquis. All of them are extremely powerful and belong to the 

best among the over ten thousand chaos masters. 

And Yuwang City is the city where the "Tian Yuwang" of the forty-eight kings belongs. The Tianyu family 

has also taken this as a foundation and has reproduced for countless years. The children of the family 

have already spread all over the Tianyu City and are scattered to other places. 

Because the Tianyuwang family is too big and there are more than one prince, the family mansion is also 

separated. 

Among them, the mansion of the Marquis of Yanyue is the residence of the seventh son of King Tianyu, 

"Marquis of Yanyue". 

Inside the Mansion of Marquis of Yanyue. 

"Master Hou." A red-robed man with blue and white skin, a burly stature, a pointed head, and three 

scarlet eyes knelt there respectfully, "Miss Xinhu has come back. Went with that Shi Zhongtian to 

Tianxianglou, the largest restaurant in the city." 

There was a man sitting on the seat in the hall, a faint silver halo shrouded his body, and the hem of his 

gorgeous silver robe was embroidered with golden flowing patterns, which was ingenious and exquisite. 

The man has long silver hair and a fair face. His eyebrows are cold and his eyes are pure pitch black. It is 

as black as the endless abyss of the universe. If you look at it for a while, you will have the illusion that 

you are about to be sucked into it. That natural aura is clearly at a high position. 

"It's that kid again." Marquis Yanyue frowned, looking a little unhappy. 

Although Marquis Yanyue is the son of King Tianyu, he has practiced for a very long time and has many 

wives and concubines, but due to some reasons in his practice, he did not have a pair of children until he 



became the ruler of Chaos. Marquis Yanyue is also quite fond of him, but the eldest son is not. Get 

married early and breed a family, so you don't have to worry about it yourself, but her daughter Tianyu 

Xinhu not only doesn't like to practice, her realm has always stayed at the Void True God, and she has 

always been single. 

As one of the Eight Hundred Princes of Dayue State, Marquis Yanyue naturally has many families who 

want to marry, but Marquis Yanyue has always spoiled her daughter. She has no such idea and is 

unwilling to force her. , I don't know what drug they were drugged by the other party, the two always 

get together. 

Marquis Yanyue has already investigated clearly, that is just an ordinary Void True God with no 

background, how can he be worthy of his daughter of Marquis Yanyue? 

After all, he is one of the eight hundred princes of the Dayue Kingdom! Chaos dominates tens of 

thousands of Dayue Kingdom, and it is not easy to be named a marquis, but he has done it. His father is 

still the most powerful "King of Heaven" among the forty-eight kings. How noble is he in Dayue 

Kingdom? If the daughter is married to an ordinary Void True God, can't she be laughed at by other 

princely families? 

"It's fine if you don't tell me and go out without saying a word. When you come back, you won't go back 

to the mansion, and go out and fool around with that surnamed Shi." 

"Xinhu, this girl, this is the first time she has someone she likes. Even if I persuade her, she probably 

won't listen." Marquis Yanyue was quite annoyed. He is doting on his daughter, but he won't let her 

decide the major events of his life without permission. After all, it is the direct blood of his Tianyu 

family! It represents the face of the Tianyu family! 

The Tianyu family, as an ancient family with a long existence, has endless descendants. 

But he is in control of Yanyue, and he has just such a daughter under his knees! Many princely families 

have asked for marriage and they have not agreed. If their daughters marry an ordinary person, 

Yanyuehou's face will not have any face, and it will also affect the Tianyu family. I am afraid that the 

father will also ask questions. 

More importantly, Yanyuehou felt that the two were not compatible, and even if they were together in 

the end, there would be no happiness~www.mtlnovel.com~ Houye? "The man looked up at the master 

in front of him. 

Marquis Yanyue said coldly, "Go down first. I have my own opinion on this matter. By the way, send 

someone to keep an eye on the young lady, and don't let her run out again." 

"Yes." 

Not only in Yanyuehou Mansion, but many interested people have noticed the news of Tianyu Xinhu's 

return. 

…… 

On the most lively and prosperous street in Tianyu City, there is a towering and tall restaurant, which is 

the most high-end restaurant in Tianyu City, "Tianxianglou". 



In fact, behind the "Tianxiang Tower" is the Tianyu family's industry. 

"Crack." The sound of a cup shattering sounded. A woman in a green dress stood up in the room. 

Although she did not look like a natural beauty, her every move showed a quiet and pleasant demeanor, 

which made people's heart skip a beat. At this moment, her eyes were spitting at the person opposite 

her. Black and white haired boy. "Shi Zhongtian, I didn't expect you to be this kind of person, I misread 

you!" 

The black-and-white-haired boy showed helplessness on his face. "Xinhu, listen to me..." 

"Don't say it anymore, you are such a wolf-hearted guy, I don't want to see you again!" Tian Yu Xinhu 

was about to get mad. She thought she had finally met the person she liked, but in the end she found 

out that the other party already had a wife . 

It would be fine if there were one or two. 

As a result, when asked, the other party raised six fingers. 

Tian Yu Xinhu originally thought he had six wives, but he could barely accept it, but after asking, it was 

six figures... 

This kind of wolf-hearted **** should die! ! ! 

Chapter 970: This kid can't stay! 

"Master, Shi Zhongtian has already left Tianxianglou and headed out of the city." 

Somewhere in Tianyucheng, a man wearing a gorgeous black robe, tall and thin, with cyan skin, a 

complex golden secret pattern on his forehead, and cyan eyes was lying on a chair by two beautiful girls. 

Waiting, hearing the report from his subordinates, he was refreshed and asked. "Is he the only one? 

Where is Tianyu Xinhu?" 

The subordinate said respectfully, "Miss Tianyu Xinhu has returned to the Marquis of Yanyue Mansion." 

The cold light flashed across the man's eyes, "Well, according to the original plan, let the Tuo brothers 

do it." 

"Yes, Master." The men hurried away. 

The man lay down again with coldness in his eyes. "Hmph, an unremarkable boy dares to fight with me 

for a woman, you are unlucky." The temperament formed by the fierce struggle of a man in the family, 

since it is a threat, it must be eliminated. 

…… 

Outside the city, a young man with black and white hair was flying in the wilderness. He was Shi 

Zhongtian who had just broken up with Tianyu Xinhu. 

Shi Zhongtian is in a bad mood right now. For Tianyu Xinhu, he started to be more of a sister, but 

people's feelings are difficult to predict, who knows what will change in the end. 
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"Xinhu is the eldest lady of Yanyuehou Mansion after all. It's normal for her to be angry. She leaves 

Tianyu City and walks far away. After a long time, she will forget me." Shi Zhongtian thought to himself. 

Although he made this decision, he was still very sad. 

After all, he still really likes Tianyu Xinhu, but he also knows that it is impossible for Tianyu Xinhu to 

accept his situation. 

More importantly, will the Marquis of Yanyue let their daughter marry an ordinary Void True God? 

"If the teacher was in my current situation, what would I do?" Shi Zhongtian couldn't help thinking of the 

teacher he respected like a god. 

There is a canyon not far from Shizhongtian. Below the canyon, two majestic figures with majestic 

figures in battle armor stand there, only revealing two pairs of black eyes full of evil spirits, one carrying 

a giant axe, One foot and flying wings, all looking in the direction of Shi Zhongtian. 

"Brother, the target has appeared." The armored life with the giant axe said in a deep voice. 

"Wait, let's make a move together, this time the buyer paid a lot of money, and this Void God must die." 

The armored life with flying wings said hoarsely. "Don't be careless. As soon as you make a move, you 

will go all out. After all, this place is still very close to Tianyu City. Let's make a quick decision and don't 

make troubles." 

"Don't worry, eldest brother, I understand." The armored life carrying the giant axe grinned. "It's just a 

little fellow of the Void True God. With the strength of my brother and you, we are sure to kill the 

Eternal True God one-on-one, let alone the Void True God." 

The strong man with flying wings looked forward, "With the prestige of our brothers, this kid can let us 

take action, and it's not a loss to die." 

"Not good!" The face of Shi Zhongtian, who was flying, changed. 

"Boom—" A small universe with a diameter of tens of thousands of light years was born out of thin air! 

Chaos air permeates. 

That powerful sense of oppression immediately made Shi Zhongtian, who was caught in it, understand 

that he had encountered the enemy of the eternal true god. 

In the canyon in front of him, a tall and tall humanoid figure clad in battle armor rushed out with two 

giant axes in hand, shouting, "Go to hell!" 

"Eternal True God? Run away!" A mechanical flying wing appeared on Shi Zhongtian's body, burning 

divine power, turned around and ran. 

There is a huge gap between the Void True God and the Eternal True God. Shi Zhongtian knows the 

difference and has no intention of fighting at all. 

"Hey, a mechanical treasure? This kid has some way of doing things." 

The Eternal True God walking around from behind was a little surprised. 



But...he didn't care. 

Because this Void True God has fallen into their trap. 

"Boom!" This Eternal True God also urged the flying wings under his feet, which immediately turned into 

a dazzling rainbow light, rushing towards Shi Zhongtian, even without burning divine power. The speed 

is much faster than Shi Zhongtian. 

Obviously, this eternal true **** is also a mechanical treasure. 

"Two eternal true gods? For me?" Shi Zhongtian, who was double-teamed by the front and back, looked 

ugly. He encountered such an attack as soon as he left Tianyu City, and it was hard not to think of being 

deliberately calculated. 

"Haha, boy, die, it's your honor to die under the hands of our Tuo brothers!" The warrior with two giant 

axes rushed over, Boom! The two giant axes slashed down with astonishing power! It was as if the space 

was about to be split in half. 

However, Shi Zhongtian manipulated the mechanical treasure, and his figure was like a ghost. 

"Big brother, this kid is a little slippery." The giant axe warrior was a little annoyed. 

"Don't worry, he can't run." The life of the battle armor with flying wings turned into electric light, and 

at the same time, there was a sharp cone-like soul force that instantly penetrated into Shi Zhongtian's 

mind, but Shi Zhongtian was protected by a soul treasure. , only slightly dizzy, and did not directly 

attack. 

"Hey, soul attack is ineffective?" The eldest brother of the Tuo brothers was really surprised when he 

saw that his proud ultimate move didn't have the expected effect. In the past, he used this move against 

the Eternal True God, and few could resist, but this Void True God in front of him could actually resist? 

Of course he could not have imagined that Shi Zhongtian came from a distant cosmic sea, or that several 

super-existing forces were born one after another in this era. His teacher is even a monster. Shi 

Zhongtian is not only a precious treasure, but his will has also been tempered to the peak of the eternal 

true god~ www.mtlnovel.com~ Shi Zhongtian also complained secretly in his heart, and was besieged by 

two eternal true gods. Although he was full of treasures, it was not so easy to escape. 

In other words, the sky is in the stone. If you replace it with other Void True Gods, a hundred of them 

are dead. 

"What should I do, do you want me to hide in the palace treasure? But even if I hide in the palace 

treasure, I can only hide for a while, and I still can't get rid of these two eternal gods. If the other party 

has other helpers, I will be in big trouble. "Shi Zhongtian secretly said in his heart. 

He has the life-saving treasure given by his teacher, but he does not have the ability to kill the Eternal 

True God by leaps and bounds. 

Starting from the Void True God, the greater the gap in realm, the less likely it is to fight at higher levels. 



If you think about it, you can see that Wang Yi was so defiant at the beginning, when he first came to the 

origin continent, to kill the city lord, he needed to expose the strength of the eternal true god, and he 

also needed to use many treasures to kill. 

"If there is really no way, then we can only expose the secret technique of breaking the Donghe River 

and use "Donghua" to escape." 

The lineage of the Duandong River is inherited from Wang Yi, not Luo Feng. There is no limit. The high-

end powerhouses of the human race have all learned it. 

With the power of "Donghua", it is easy to break the spatial **** of this eternal true **** and escape. 

It's just that Wang Yi also explained that when he came to the Origin Continent, he inherited the 

inheritance of the East River. If he can't use it, then don't use it. After all, the origin continent still has 

the line of the Donghe River, the enemy of Wu State. 

When Shi Zhongtian was thinking about it, a voice suddenly sounded in his mind. 

"Hey, disciple, what's wrong with you?" 

 


